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Welcome to RIS News’ and Consumer Goods Technology’s sixth annual Retailer/
Supplier Shared Data Study. This unique study analyzes the past and present
state of data sharing efforts between retailers and consumer goods suppliers and
provides valuable metrics to benchmark success.
The data featured in the report was collected during the summer months of
2015 with two targeted surveys. The first survey was tailored to retail executives to measure the current state of their data sharing initiatives as well as their
thoughts on the data sharing activities of their suppliers. The second survey was
designed specifically for consumer goods suppliers and gauged their satisfaction
with their data sharing, downstream data and big data initiatives and the current
state of data sharing efforts with retailers.
The surveys were near identical to the surveys of years passed so data sharing trends over the years could be tracked. Many questions appeared on both
the supplier and retailer surveys, which allowed RIS/CGT to gather comparable
perspectives on specific issues, like the benefits of data sharing.
Well-known and respected industry analysts provide real-world insights to
complement the findings of our research. Thank you to EKN Research, Gartner
Inc., IDC Retail Insights, Retail Systems Research, and Supply Chain Insights for
sharing your expertise on the current state of data sharing and where both the
retail and consumers goods industries are headed.
We value your feedback on this report. Your perspective on data sharing and
big data are invaluable as both RIS and CGT continue to examine this still emerging and critical capacity. Please e-mail CGT’s Executive Editor Kara Romanow
at kromanow@edgellmail.com, or RIS News’ Editorial Director Joe Skorupa at
jskorupa@edgellmail.com to participate in the conversation.
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advertorial

Q &A

The Rebirth of Downstream Data
How daily POS and inventory data, and data sharing
initiatives, are being put to new use

Q

A lot of consumer goods (CG)
companies have POS/data
sharing initiatives well under
way; what other kinds of data
should the industry be analyzing?
When organizations think about sharing
information, they must first start with a
clear definition of which business goals
they are trying to achieve. Are you looking to improve promotional lift? Are you
trying to help suppliers understand why
they’re gaining or losing share? Commonly referred to as Use Cases, these
out-of-the-box applications drive the
data desired. For example, out-of-stock
Use Cases optimally have daily store
POS, store orders or receipts, distribution center inventories and planogram
information. Understanding promotional ROI is best served if category data is
shared, to see the effect on the category
versus promoted items.
Also, data is easier to work with if
integrated and harmonized in one enterprise data warehouse or DSR, so the
user can immediately relate/utilize disparate data. Overall, the business drivers have not changed – but the priorities
have shifted. We see more customers
focused on cost reduction and/or rationalization of resources.

Q

Analytics is all the rage, yet
companies are still struggling
with how to manage the governance of analytics capabilities. Where should these experts
(sometimes data scientists) belong?
From a retail execution standpoint, data
scientists can be extremely useful to

organizations of all sizes. What sets the
most effective data scientists apart is
also having a strong business acumen
and curiosity, coupled with the ability to
communicate effectively to non-technical audiences. The best data scientists
will not just address business problems;
they will pick the highest value problems
and work to embed their solution in the
appropriate business process.
Rather than having data scientists
operating in a silo or a separate center
of excellence, we have found that it is
important for our data scientists to be
in the field and working side-by-side
with our clients.
Data volume and complex math can
be intimidating to the end users. As a
result, they may revert back to more
manual, understandable processes versus using new data sources and more
sophisticated algorithms. For this reason, we’ve found it best to pair our data
scientists with those using the data so
that there’s never any confusion; the solution gets built into the organization’s
business processes and it is optimized
for maximum advantage.

Q

How does sharing data lead
to success with hot button issues like omnichannel, digital,
TPO, etc.?
It’s an exciting time to be in the data business. The sharing of daily downstream
data is being used in new and innovative
ways to solve business problems and
to ensure customers have a great shopping experience, every day, everywhere.
For years, manufacturers and retailers

RSi turns daily POS data into opportunity. Global CPG companies and
leading marketers trust RSi to solve business problems, prove ROI and ensure everybody has a great shopping experience every day, everywhere.

Jon Golovin
Co-Founder and CEO
Retail Solutions Inc. (RSi)

have used POS data and supply chain
management systems to improve their
supply chains. Now, these same parties
are using this data to understand and
impact consumer demand – what’s selling, where and why. Brand marketers
are integrating daily, store-level intelligence (about product sales and inventory) with digital marketing platforms to
automatically trigger their campaigns
when and where they are needed to
maximize incremental in-store sales.
For the first time ever, marketers can
automatically deliver advertising based
on daily, store-level demand and can
measure the incremental sales impact
of their advertising in near real time –
successfully answering the oldest question in marketing: “Did my ad spending
increase my sales?”

Q

What will it take to get more
retailers involved and/or passionate about data sharing?
Data sharing and collaboration by
retailers is on the rise around the world.
Initial programs have proven beyond
any doubt, that measurable increases
in revenues and decreases in inventory
and out-of-stocks are achievable. There
are only a few holdouts who still either
monetize their POS data (versus loyalty
data, which typically is monetized) or
do not share data at all.
From a retailer’s perspective, it’s not
an effective use of time or money to
have different suppliers all following
different processes. As a result, we’re
seeing the rise of Collaborative Business Processes (CBP) – where retailers
and suppliers work together to decide
how to make the data actionable.
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Bridging the Data Divide
R e ta i l e r s a n d s u p p l i e r s s e a r c h f o r way s t o c l o s e
t h e d ata - s h a r i n g g u l f a n d c r e at e b u s i n e s s va l u e

or years, in analyst reports and the pages of RIS News and Consumer Goods Technology, experts have extolled the virtues
of data sharing in helping retailers and
suppliers alike achieve an impressive
variety of benefits, from better demand forecasts to lower inventory levels and new product
introductions. Many analysts would agree that
frankly, the data sharing problem should have
been solved by now.
While data sharing progress continues, it’s
not breaking any land speed records. Obstacles
continue to stand in the way of attaining the data
sharing vision, in which trading partners fully
share valuable data and reap mutual benefits. This
remains particularly true for mid-size and smaller
retailers and suppliers, whose progress considerably lags their largest competitors. But the good
news is that retailers are becoming increasingly
positive about data sharing and its benefits.
“POS/data sharing is the expected standard
between leading retailers and manufacturers,”
says Steve Steutermann, managing VP, supply
chain research for Gartner. “I don’t think the drivers have changed. It’s still about finding ways to
deliver go-to-market models with less cost and
the ability to find revenue growth.”
Retail data remains an invaluable resource
for both tactical and strategic application of inventory, POS and customer data. Analysts are
near unanimous in recommending that retailers
and suppliers of all sizes work toward increased
transparency in their relationships by collaborating through shared retail data. And as big data
initiatives get off the ground, they see retail data
as a key source to consider alongside other data
streams to drive new insights.
“There is a greater opportunity to share unstructured data between collaborating trading
partners, i.e., digital-mobile insights, social sentiment data, loyalty data, cross-basket data, etc.,”
Steutermann adds. “There is value in separate
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f i g u r e 1:

Level of Data Sharing

35%

None
Less than 10
Between 10 and 50
All my suppliers

40%

20%
27%

24%

21%

f i g u r e 2:

Retailers:
How many suppliers
are you sharing
daily POS (and/or
inventory) with?

5%

Suppliers:
How many retailers
are you receiving
daily downstream
data from?
One
2 to 5
6 to 10
More than 10

27%

Types of Data Received by Suppliers from Retailers
TYPE

2015

2014

Daily POS from retailers

54%

79%
71%
82%
90%
82%

Daily or weekly inventory
from retailers
27%
25%
25%

Loyalty from retailers

Other data

2013

9%
3%
7%
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Top 10 Benefits of Data Sharing

The rankings below were determined by adding the percentages
of those respondents selecting “4” and “5” on a scale of 1 to 5 where
1 represented “no benefit” and 5 represented “significant benefit.”

overview

2015

2014

R e t a i l e r B e n e f i t 	S u p p l i e r B e n e f i t

2015

2014

1

6

More accurate demand forecasts	Better demand forecast accuracy

1

2

2

1

Lower inventory and safety stock levels	Improving on shelf availability

2

1

3

2	Improving on shelf availability	Improving shopper/customer experience

3

5

4

3	Improving promotion design, forecasting and execution	Better management reporting

4

-

5

7	Better category management	Sensing product acceptance in new product launch execution

5

4

6

8	Improved joint replenishment programs (VMI, DSD)	Demand insights to drive new product development

6

7

7

3	Improving the shopper/customer experience 	Improving promotion design, forecasting and execution

6

8

8

4	Better new product introductions	Better sales force targeting and campaign execution

8

9

9

9	Better store execution	Reduction of demand latency

9

10

10

10	Improved planogram management

9

3

and integrated data depending on data type,
but future value will be derived from integrated
data that is more prescriptive.”
Meanwhile, data sharing progress does continue. Figure 1 provides some positive news about
the scope of retailer data sharing programs. While
the percentage sharing no data at all remains
stalled at a disappointing 40%, those who do share
are doing so with more suppliers: A healthy 35%
are now sharing data with 10 to 50 suppliers; last
year the largest group of “sharers” were most
often sending data to fewer than 10 suppliers.
A similar trend can be seen in the supplier
results, with a slight increase in the number of
suppliers receiving data from two to five retailers
moving up to getting data from six to 10 retailers.
As seen in Figure 2, the types of data retailers share with their suppliers has remained
consistent over the past several years, but the
percentage sharing each type are lower than
when this study began in 2010. Only the 2014
study, which included an unusually large percentage of smaller retailers and suppliers, deviated from these general trends. Daily or weekly
inventory remains the most commonly shared
type of data, followed by POS data.
Despite a sharp uptick in loyalty programs
as customer experience has become an impor-

Lower inventory and safety stock levels

tant retail focus, the small percentage of retailers
sharing this data upstream remains consistent
with the recent past. Retailers remain divided
over the utility of loyalty programs, with some
viewing them as driving repeat purchases and
deeper customer insights while others see them
only as margin cutters. But the data generated
by those programs remain closely guarded.
Retailer reports on the type of data they are
sharing with suppliers is consistent with these
results. One additional category is data for online sales, shared by 25% of retail respondents.
About the same percentage are sharing other
types of data, suggesting some diversification in the nature of collaborative data sharing
among specific sets of trading partners.
The significant benefits reported by both retailers and suppliers that do share data, feeds
analysts’ puzzlement over adoption behavior
(Figure 3). The top reported benefits on the retail
side in particular pay off in hard dollars, driving
sought-after goals such as preventing out-ofstocks, reducing the cost of inventory and safety
stock, and making promotions more productive.
“Increased confidence in the supplier’s ability
to respond to orders within accurate and predictable timeframes is one way that sharing data can
help reduce the inventory required as well as

There is greater
opportunity
to share
unstructured
data between
collaborating
trading partners.
Ste v e Steuter mann
Gar t n e r
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safety stock,” says Robert Hetu, research director
for Gartner’s retail merchandising industry advisory services. “By building a joint understanding
of customers across channels and by location both
will improve on their ability to target inventory to
the most optimum locations. Ultimately the willingness to share information and to take action that
may not be beneficial to one party or the other will
be required if it ultimately benefits the customer.”
This year, retailers and suppliers alike are
aligned on the top benefit, better demand forecast accuracy. This supply chain benefit has been
steadily rising in rank among suppliers, and
among retailers it catapulted up from sixth last
year. There are many strong business reasons
why better demand forecast accuracy has jumped
up to the top of the retailer data sharing benefits
list, and chief among them are availability of
better analytic tools within the organization and
deeper data sources to predict demand trends.
For suppliers, improving shopper/customer
experience also continues to rise as consumer
insights, targeting, social media outreach and
direct interactions become even more important
and manageable. Some benefits dropped off as
a result, however. Lower inventory and safety
stock levels has been on a downward trend on
suppliers’ top benefits rankings, as has sensing
product acceptance in new product launches.
“Better assortment, pricing and promotion
planning is a win-win for all three: manufacturer,
retailer and consumer,” says the senior director,
IT for a consumer healthcare company.
Data sharing initiatives attract the keen interest of those in the retail supply chain, with many
closely following the developments in the industry’s leading programs. Incremental improvements in program offerings and performance
mean the rankings of which one is most effective
shift somewhat from year to year, shifting largely
among the same group of top players (Figure 4).
On the supplier side, the list is far more concentrated. Retailers and suppliers agree strongly
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f i g u r e 4:

The Best Data-Sharing Retailers

R at e d b y R e ta i l e r s

Rated by Suppliers

1)

Walmart

1)

Walmart

2)

Kroger

2)

Target

3)

Target

3)	Royal Ahold

4)	Royal Ahold

4)

Kroger

Amazon

5)

Walgreens

5)

6)	Safeway

6)	Best Buy

that Procter & Gamble leads the list. Retailers
rank Unilever second and Kimberly-Clark third,
while suppliers views are widely divergent after
Procter & Gamble.
Leading retailers and suppliers would not
continue to invest in data sharing without clearcut benefits. As these programs continue to grow,
the gulf between the haves and the have-nots
widens, putting smaller competitors at a significant disadvantage. While the cost of investment
in infrastructure and expertise are a barrier for
many, it appears that many also still need to be
convinced of the payoff.
Sahir Anand, VP research and principal analyst, EKN Research, says the key lies in connecting data sharing to retailers’ top pain points. “Retailers will be eager to collaborate and share data
consistently with consumer goods manufacturers if they attain valuable savings from collaborative in-stock programs in chronically out-of-stock
stores,” he says. In addition, “retailers strive for
increased active customer loyalty member activity in stores via collaborative loyalty enhancing
messaging/programs. These two areas can help
open up the most conservative retailers when it
comes to data sharing.”

Retailers
and suppliers
alike are
aligned on
better demand
forecast
accuracy.
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Data Sharing Leaders Push Ahead

Supplier

D ata s h a r i n g o w n e r s h i p s h i f t s a s c o m pa n i e s c o n s i d e r
l a r g e r a n a ly t i c s i n i t i at i v e s

any of today’s leading, enterprise-level supplier
data sharing initiatives can trace their roots back
to sales. The sales department wanted data to
prove their value to retail buyers and provide
fuel for proposed programs and promotions.
So as data sharing tools emerged, sales departments embraced
them, often acquiring them outside the corporate IT structure.
Since that time, suppliers have increasingly embraced data
sharing at the enterprise level, particularly within the largest
consumer goods companies. Nearly four in five survey respondents (79%) view downstream data as a strategic initiative
(Figure 1). A majority (57%) call downstream data a significant
upgrade compared to syndicated data, although just 41% report a significant ROI on their initiatives.
Which is why it’s surprising that this year, an even greater
percentage (88%) say they view downstream data as a sales
initiative, defying a steady downward trend since this study
began in 2010. Sales may have led the way, but as more departments realized the value of data and analytics in general, it has
tended to evolve toward an enterprise-wide focus. Typically,
this has meant movement toward a single, integrated platform
rather than separate, department-specific tools, which make
it difficult to gain an integrated view of demand/retail data.
This finding suggests the start of a change in that pattern — or
obstacles in attaining an enterprise-wide approach.
“Retail data is currently used extensively by the retail account
teams within sales within the consumer goods manufacturer,”
says Lora Cecere, founder of Supply Chain Insights. “However,
enterprise systems are not designed to use retail data, and as a
result, it is a barrier to adoption. As a result, for the larger organization — supply chain, finance and logistics, the barrier is more on
infrastructure and process definition than data sharing.”
Figure 2 confirms that the largest group uses the same tool
across teams, however, this percentage has dropped a bit over
the last two years while the team-by-team approach to data
management has ticked upward.
Further evidence of the erosion of a cohesive, enterprisewide approach to data sharing strategy can be seen in project
ownership trends (Figure 3). The percentage calling data sharing a sales-led project reached its highest numbers ever, at 47%.
Supply chain ownership has remained fairly consistent in the
last few years, but data sharing is much less likely to be owned
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f i g u r e 1:

Data

How Suppliers View Downstream

PERSPECTIVE
Downstream data is a sales initiative

88%

Downstream data is a
strategic initiative

79%

Downstream data is a
supply chain initiative

70%

Downstream data is a significant
upgrade compared to syndicated data

57%

Downstream data is a
marketing initiative

44%

We have seen significant ROI
on our downstream data initiative

41%

Supplier Approaches to
Downstream Data Management

f i g u r e 2:

Same tool
across all
teams today

38%

28%

No corporate level
strategy; each
customer team decides
how to manage data
from their retailer

Looking at
corporate level
strategy but not
in place yet

22%

13%

Made a decision
on a corporate
strategy; currently
implementing
across teams
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Data Sharing Leaders Push Ahead

by marketing or IT these days. Similarly, ownership has moved
down the ranks, so that 59% now place data sharing initiative
ownership at the director level. It’s unclear whether these changes have more to do with the status of the initiative itself within the
enterprise, or the size of the organization — less mature users of
downstream data tend to follow the sales-first pattern.
Distribution of data sharing ownership may actually reflect
good governance, according to Supply Chain Insights’ Cecere.
“The issues of data governance start with business ownership,”
she says. “IT teams need to focus on the goal of business self-dependency. When they can make the line-of-business leader independent and an analytics user, then many of the issues go away.”
Steve Steutermann, managing VP, supply chain research for
Gartner, also sees ownership as beside the point. “Structure can
be different particularly in large versus small companies,” he
says. “It’s not so much the structure as it is about downstream
data maturity, data talent and accountability. You do need to
be data excellent, but the ways to do this can be different. Since
data has different needs across the functions of the organization, data should not be owned by a functional department but
instead governed by a governing body. This could be centers
of excellence, councils, etc.”
It’s clear that, despite the ownership shifts, downstream
data still has a variety of uses throughout the organization. Out
of stocks regained the top position as the most common use of
downstream, direct retailer data, and saw higher usage rates
than ever (Figure 4). Last year, the respondent base included
an unusually large percentage of small and mid-size suppliers,
but with a more typical demographic this year, several usage
trends reverted back to normal. Using retail data to reduce out
of stocks is low-hanging fruit for a lot of companies and can
be the primary focus for retailer data initiatives — and deliver
the entire ROI if done well.
Forecasting/replenishment has also reached its highest
usage rates yet. While the use of retail data for inventory management is about the same, new product introductions and
promotion management usage has risen. Despite the increase
in data sharing ownership by sales, category management is
down a little overall (ignoring the anomaly of 2014), and planogram and field sales enablement have also dropped.
A prime objective of data sharing initiatives, albeit a hard-tomeasure one, is to deepen trading partner collaboration. Two
thirds of supplier respondents agree that with data sharing, the
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f i g u r e 3:

Who Owns Data Sharing?

9% 3%

13%

47%

28%

Ownership
Sales
Supply Chain
Category Management
Marketing
IT

f i g u r e 4:

Data

25%

9% 6%
59%

level in
organization
Director 59%
VP		
25%
SVP/EVP	9%
C-Level 6%

Top Processes that Use Downstream

Suppliers were asked, “How much are you using downstream data (not syndicated data) to power each process?” The ranking below was determined
by adding the percentage of those respondents that selected “4” and “5”
on a ranking of 1 to 5 where 1 represented “not at all” and 5 represented
“systematically.”

Process

2015

20 14

2013

Out of stocks

1

3

1

Forecasting/replenishment

2

1

3

Inventory management

3

4

2

New product introductions

4

5

5

Promotion management

5

10

6

Category management

6

9

4

Field sales enablement

7

7

7

Planogram management

8

2

8

Pricing management

9

8

9

End of life and package transitions

10

10

11
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EX AMPLES OF REAL RESULTS

Better Collaboration
Drives Better Results.
What do Land O’Lakes, Red Bull and
L’Oreal have in common? They successfully
applied modern approaches to retailer
and supplier collaboration with more than
1,000 other CPG companies.
These customers have focused on
four areas: out-of-stock reduction,
promotional effectiveness, new item
introductions and supply chain
management. But without accessible
web-based solutions to isolate the
problems and take action quickly,
none of this would be possible.
The results include savings, increased
sales, efficient staff utilization and better
customer service levels. The end game
is about growth at a time when markets
are fracturing and socially connected
shoppers are testing new channels
and delivery options.

Land O’Lakes: Efficient Inventory
Management & Reduced
Out of Stocks
By analyzing inventory levels and
comparing them to demand forecasts,
Land O’Lakes was able to collaborate
with retailers to determine if adequate
inventory levels would sustain the
remaining promotional days. Each
promoted item was analyzed closely by
distribution center and store. The end
result was 3 times faster sales compared
to the market overall. Out-of-stocks for
promotional periods dropped from 18.9%
to 10% coupled with a 50% improvement
in post-promotion inventory levels.

PROOF
POINT

Promotional
inventory levels
lowered by

50%

Red Bull: Energizing Growth through
Promotional Effectiveness
The high-margin category of energy
drinks needed to boost sales using
better-organized shelf space and facings.
To accomplish this, merchandising
leaders worked with distributors using
“test and control stores” over 4 months.
By implementing new planograms in 1,500
stores, they experienced 30% growth in new
household purchasing. Red Bull was able
to confirm that new planogram stores
experienced a 24% reduction in out-of-stock
events. The shopper-centric approach to
promotions was projected to yield $4 million
in additional revenue using a merchandising
strategy that closely matched how shoppers
think about and purchase energy drinks.

Through greater visibility into store-level
inventories, L’Oreal analyzed weekly
numbers to understand discontinued item
liability and ensure supply levels for new
items would meet customer demands.
This yielded a 42% gain in sales on new
items along with an 82% increase in
inventory efficiency.
PROOF
POINT

42%

gain in sales
on new items

Unlocking the Benefits
of Collaboration
Learn about the methods retailers
and suppliers have used to achieve
these results.

PROOF
POINT

30%

from the preceding season and current
inventory levels. Without proper sizing and
timings, margins eroded through inefficient
markdowns on current products and
ineffective transitions to new items.

growth in new
households

Download the white paper at
market6.com/CGT.

L’Oreal: New Item Introductions
Visibility into seasonal store-level inventory
is critical for L’Oreal. Without new items on
the shelf at season kickoff, customers tend
to seek alternatives, including shopping at
competitor locations. To avoid this, L’Oreal
needed to quantify the units on the shelf

Unlocking the Benefits of Collaboration

800.371.1725 | market6.com
Market6 provides web-based retail collaboration solutions with advanced analytics built in to help retailers and suppliers drive
insights, make smarter decisions and deliver measurably better results. Today, more than 1,000 U.S. grocers and consumer products
companies collaborate using Market6 and optimize retail operations every day.

RIS_CGT_Temp.indd 1
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Data Sharing Leaders Push Ahead

Integration Between Other Data Sources and Retailer Direct Data
D ATA T Y P E

Do not use with retailer direct data

Social media data

Shopper/loyalty data

39%

Competitive information

39%

18%
12%

Own promotional calendar

12%

quality of collaboration and dialogue has significantly improved
— but this is down from a high of 89% three years ago. Similar
declines can be seen in “Retailers are responsive to the suggestions I make based on my analysis” (57%) and “Retailers are
transparent with their data,” (30%). There is some good news,
however — the number of suppliers complaining that retailers
are charging for data also continues to decline, now at 37%.
A theme throughout the findings is that while data sharing
initiatives remain important, moderately successful and, at
least for the big players, growing, many suppliers are turning
their attention to how to integrate direct retailer data into larger
analytics initiatives. While only a small group of early movers (15%) have already fully incorporated downstream data
projects into their overall big data strategy, the largest group,
42%, report plans to do so. A significant 21% are undecided on
what they will do.
This reflects the big questions facing many suppliers in the
age of analytics: How will data/analytics be treated in general?
Does big data still exist? Or are suppliers realizing that data/
analytics need to be embedded more deeply into the business
because of the huge potential value?
Some hints at how data sharing initiatives will evolve in this
context can be seen in the ways in which suppliers are using retailer data (Figure 5). The percentage that fully integrates retail
data has dropped, suggesting that other data types have their
own initiatives and aren’t necessarily wrapped into retailer
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data programs. But the number integrating retail data on an
ad hoc basis has risen. It’s interesting to note that social media
is the least likely to be integrated, perhaps due to the different
ways it’s being used — or its use primarily by departments
other than the one that owns the retail data sharing initiative.
Sahir Anand, VP research and principal analyst, EKN Research, sees promise in bringing it all together —- unstructured
data such as documents, invoices, POs and voice and video data,
as well as semi-structured such as e-mail and XML data and
then structured data such as point of sale. “Combining enterprise data with publicly available data — from social networks,
crowd-sourcing, websites and public data sources such as the
Department of Commerce — can be a valuable strategy,” he says.
Attaining all this, however, won’t be easy. “It requires a
gestation period and distributed data processing techniques
so that ideal relationships in the data can be linked to common
data nodes and relationships,” Anand says. “Predictive consumer behavior and the ability to perform optimized product
availability, presentation, pricing, promotions and category
full-price sell through are use cases that are utilizing the additional data types.”
Given the long slow climb to retail data sharing, however,
such visions appear to be some way off. In the meantime, the
gulf continues to widen between consumer goods leaders driving their data sharing initiatives forward at a steady pace, and
those struggling to keep up.
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T h o u g h i n t h e m i n o r i t y, p r o g r a m s e v o lv e a m o n g t h o s e w h o s h a r e

fter dollars, the hottest currency in retail
is data, specifically, how to leverage it
to gain new insights and reap greater
value. Beneath that lofty goal are a
thousand decisions on how to collect, cleanse, store and integrate data sources
so they can be used for intelligent analysis and
decision making.
One of those key decisions is when and
whether to sell or freely share data outside the
organization in order to attain mutually beneficial goals. Long-running efforts by suppliers
to encourage retail partners to share their data
have moved forward, but not nearly as quickly as
many analysts had expected. And now, programs
for sharing retail data such as inventory and POS
are being considered in the context of broader
data analytics programs.
The good news is that many of the old fears
about the risk and loss of revenue from freely
sharing data have fallen away. Three of every
four retailer respondents now see data sharing
as a strategic initiative, up from 54% last year
(Figure 1). And the number reporting significant
ROI from data sharing has nearly doubled just
in the past year, while the percent seeing it as a
risk to data syndication revenue continues to fall.
The identity of the department most closely
associated with the data sharing initiative has
made some interesting transitions. While marketing continues its strong hold on technology
projects including data sharing, both sales and
supply chain have seen gains, suggesting that,
as with consumer goods companies, recognition
of the value of sharing and collaborating with
vendors is spreading through the organization.
That aligns well with findings about the ownership of the data sharing initiative itself (Figure
2). As departments take over the maintenance
and governance of their own technology, they

f i g u r e 1:

Top Perspectives on Data Sharing

Total percentages equal respondents who “agree” or “completely agree” with each statement.

s tat u s

2015 2014

We view data sharing as a strategic initiative

75%

54%

Data sharing is a marketing initiative

50%

48%

Data sharing is a supply chain initiative

63%

47%

Data sharing is a sales initiative

40%

15%

We have seen significant ROI on our data sharing initiative

45%

24%

Data sharing creates risk for revenue we receive from data syndicators 10%

11%

Ownership of Supplier
Data Sharing Projects

f i g u r e 2:

Ownership
22% Supply Chain
28% Marketing
		
Category Management
22%
6%		 Procurement
22% IT

50%

of grocers
are currently
using EDI
to share data
with suppliers.

level in organization
26% Director
32% VP
21%
		
SVP/EVP
21% C-Level
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are seen as the primary sponsors of the initiatives those systems support. This year, just 22% of respondents say the IT
organization owns data sharing, nearly half the 41% cited
last year. The supply chain (16% in 2014, 22% in 2015) and
marketing departments (19% to 28%) also increased in ownership. While these patterns are similar to ownership within
suppliers, retailers are keeping responsibility at a higher level
in the organization: 42% do so at the senior VP/EVP or CEO
level and 32% at VP.
The largest group of retailer respondents came from the
grocery vertical, and ownership there diverges from these
overall trends. Grocers are more likely to place ownership of
data sharing in their category management department, and
at higher levels than in other retail categories: Half place it at
the SVP/EVP level and another 14% at CEO.
Retailers’ assessments of supplier data sharing efforts contains even more good news. A strong majority agree that data
sharing has improved quality of collaboration and dialogue
has significantly improved (70%, up from 11%), and two-thirds
now agree suppliers are using their data both effectively and in
their best interest (Figure 3). Not a single respondent felt data
sharing wasn’t worth the effort, welcome news for suppliers
seeking to enact or enhance data sharing programs.
Data sharing is a two-way street, and retailers can often benefit from supplier data as well. For example, “When a retailer
understands the supplier’s constraints on production, they can
better plan around assortment variation,” says Victoria Brown,
senior research analyst, supply chain, IDC Retail Insights. “If
a supplier requires a lot of time for batch change overs, a wide
variety of colors or sizes may not be nearly as feasible. By integrating their capabilities and output data, forecasts can take
those constraints into consideration and retailers will know
where the line is drawn for capabilities.”
The cost and hassle of setting up infrastructure to share
data with suppliers has long been a barrier to retail data sharing (Figure 4), and retailers’ efforts have been called less mature than their supplier partners’. So it’s welcome news that
EDI has finally emerged as the top data transfer mechanism,
with manual methods dropping to number three. Grocers in
particular favor web-based portals, which are second overall.
Automated methods of data sharing free up resources for using
data more effectively, resources that were previously spent on
the nuts and bolts of getting it to where it needs to be.
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Retailer Perspectives on Supplier
Data Sharing Projects

f i g u r e 3:

Total percentages equal respondents who “agree” or “completely agree”
with each statement.

2015

2014

70%

11%

66%

39%

65% 32%
37% 38%

S tat u s
With data sharing, the quality of collaboration and dialogue has significantly improved
Suppliers work with the data my company
has shared in my company’s best interest
Suppliers are leveraging the data my
company shares in an effective way
Suppliers should pay for my data as it creates substantial value for their organization
Minimal benefit and ROI of data sharing
is not worth the effort

10%

Top Approaches for Sharing Data
with Suppliers

f i g u r e 4:

2015

Approach

2014

1

My company is using EDI

2

2

My company operates a web-based portal

4

3

My company is sharing data with suppliers
using manual processes (flat files, excel, etc.)

1

4

We sell data to our suppliers

5

5

My company does not share data

3

6

My company has outsourced this initiative
to a third party solution provider

Not
asked

Also seen in Figure 3, 65% of retail respondents agree their
suppliers are leveraging the data their companies share in an
effective way. Figure 5 sheds more light on what they’re doing
well. Retailers are most pleased with how suppliers are using
the data for forecasting and replenishment — consistent with
the finding discussed in the opening chapter of this report
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37.5%

of grocers are not
pursuing big data
as an initiative.

Top 5 Uses of Downstream Data
Sharing by Suppliers

figur e 5 :

Retailers were asked, “How well are your suppliers using the data you share
(not syndicated) to power each of the following processes?” (Rank determined
by adding the percentage of those that selected “4” and “5” on a ranking where
1 = not at all, to 5 = extremely well.

2015

1
2
3
4
5

2014

1
2
3
4
8

Forecasting and
replenishment
Inventory Mgmt.
Category Mgmt.
Out of stocks
Planogram Mgmt.

figur e 6 :

Out of stocks
Forecasting and
replenishment
Inventory Mgmt.
Category Mgmt.
Planogram Mgmt.

Big Data Initiatives

Retailers were asked, “Are your downstream data initiatives now being
rolled under a larger big data initiative?”

35%

Not yet, but
planning

don’t
0% No,
plan on it

25%

Not pursuing
big data as
an initiative

25%

Yes, fully
incorporated

15%
Undecided

that more accurate demand forecasts is their top benefit from
data sharing.
“Pure and simple, sharing data with suppliers helps all parties
forecast and plan better,” says Leslie Hand, vice president, IDC
Retail Insights. “Insights drawn from data and analytics helps
both parties understand and anticipate demand, and this ideally

DATA
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improves inventory accuracy at
the shelf. When a supplier can
r e ta i l e r
anticipate these things, they can
make sure to keep retailers fully
stocked to a customer-acceptable
level, which saves sales that might have been lost if they’d been
stocked out, increasing sales and keeping consumers happy.
Out of stocks dropped to number four in ranking while inventory management moved up. This makes sense: Out of stocks
often reflect an execution issue at the retailer level — they have
the inventory, they just haven’t placed it on the shelf — whereas
inventory levels are a function of good trading partner collaboration on demand forecasts and replenishment activities.
“The example I always use is Tide,” says Paula Rosenblum,
managing partner, Retail Systems Research. “There are so
many recipes for Tide that to keep all the permutations in stock
would be bankrupting. If the retailer passes sales information
to P&G [Procter & Gamble], P&G can postpone production of
finished goods until it has a sense of current demand curves.”
Any discussion of leveraging direct retailer data naturally
leads to the larger trend of companies seeking to improve their
analytics IQs, and where downstream data initiatives fit in. The
term big data refers to harnessing massive volumes of un-, semiand structured data via specialized technology to build scenarios
to help drive more effective decisions up and down the supply
chain. These are early days in big data initiatives, and only a fraction of retailers have undertaken them. So it’s understandable that
just 25% can say they have fully integrated downstream data into
an overall enterprise big data strategy (Figure 6). For the majority,
such integration is at best, planned for down the road, but more
commonly, there is indecision or a lack of a big data plan.
Increased retailer enthusiasm for data sharing will serve
those organizations well as they embark upon expanded uses of
data in a world where deeper insights into customers and their
behaviors will quickly become the price of admission.
“Customer centricity requires retailers and suppliers to
cooperate as never before,” says Robert Hetu, research director
for Gartner’s retail merchandising industry advisory services.
“The basics of retail are the same as they have always been, e.g.,
the right product in the right place at the right time for the right
price with services and experiences that are brand right. How
retailers and their suppliers deliver on the basics is what has
changed. Ultimately an improved understanding of the customer will help in all aspects of the execution of customer centric strategies. By the very nature of today’s digitally enabled
consumer marketplace, strange bedfellows will emerge as the
blurring of industries will cause organizations to reconsider the
boundaries that they operate within the existing paradigm.”
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